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Abstract
For decades, dose-volume information for segmented anatomy has provided the essential data for
correlating radiotherapy dosimetry with treatment-induced complications. Dose-volume informa-
tion has formed the basis formodelling those associations via normal tissue complication probability
(NTCP)models and for driving treatment planning. Limitations to this approach have been identified.
Many studies have emerged demonstrating that the incorporation of information describing the
spatial nature of the dose distribution, and potentially its correlationwith anatomy, can providemore
robust associationswith toxicity and seedmore generalNTCPmodels. Such approaches are
culminating in the application of computationally intensive processes such asmachine learning and
the application of neural networks. The opportunities these approaches have for individualising
treatment, predicting toxicity and expanding the solution space for radiation therapy are substantial
and have clearly widespread and disruptive potential. Impediments to reaching that potential include
issues associatedwith data collection,model generalisation and validation. This review examines the
role of spatialmodels of complication and summarises relevant published studies. Sources of data for
these studies, appropriate statisticalmethodology frameworks for processing spatial dose information
and extracting relevant features are described. Spatial complicationmodelling is consolidated as a
pathway to guiding future developments towards effective, complication-free radiotherapy treatment.

1. Introduction

In radiotherapy, the risk of treatment-induced toxicity is the limiting factor for dose escalation in pursuit of an
increase in local control. The prediction of radio-induced side effects guides the physician and the patient
between treatment alternatives and enables treatment optimisation by integrating predictivemodels within
computerised planning.

Radio-induced toxicity is classically linked to the dose-volume relationship, patient clinical parameters
(such asmedical history and adjuvant treatments) and intrinsic radio-sensitivity.With steady increases in
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computational capabilities and increased efforts to gather and analyse relevant data (Deasy et al 2010), exploiting
information frommore available data with integrative approaches is now feasible.

The dose-volume toxicity relationship has beenwidely investigated. In 2010, theQuantitative Analysis of
Normal Tissue Effects in theClinic (QUANTEC) review summarised the three-dimensional dose/volume/
outcome data to update and refine the related normal tissue tolerance guidelines (Marks et al 2010), initially
provided by Emami et al (1991). Dose-volume histogram (DVH) based normal tissue complication probability
(NTCP)models attempt to condense the dose-volume information into a number that expresses the risk of a
certain toxicity.MostNTCPmodels are phenomenological and have the advantage of being characterised by few
parameters (typically� 3). Different approaches have been historically developed tomodelNTCP, with the
Lyman–Kutcher–Burman (LKB)model being one of thefirst andmost commonly employed (Lyman 1985).
Even if prediction of toxicity and treatment plan evaluationwith theNTCP-basedmodels is still common
practice, these kinds ofmodels present limitations reducing their prediction capability. DVHs reduce the 3D (or
even 4D) dose distributionwithin an organ to a unidimensional and discrete representation of the dose-volume
relationship, inhibiting the ability ofmodels to account for the actual underlying complexity.

Spatial NTCPmodels have sought to geometrically represent the 3Ddose distribution. This allows
information on the pattern as well as the amount of dose to be characterised. Recent spatial NTCPmodels have
sought to geometrically represent the 3Ddose distribution in a single coordinate system via a spatial
normalisation for a joint analysis of dose at the lowest sampling scale (pixel and voxel levels, referred to from
here as ‘pixel-wise’ in 2D and ‘voxel-wise’ in 3D) (e.g. Jiang et al 2019,Marcello et al 2020a,Mylona et al 2020b,
Palma et al 2020a, 2019b). These low spatial-scalemethodologies have allowed the unravelling of the local dose-
effect relationship across a population at each single voxel in a common coordinate system in different organs.
Models can also be created by defining and analysing spatial features of the 3Ddose distribution (e.g. Buettner
et al 2012b) or abstractions such as the dose surfacemap (DSM) (e.g. Heemsbergen et al 2020). These spatial
methods, and others described below, have been pursued to improve prediction and classification. Suchmodels
may also facilitate identification of the underlying aetiology of radio-induced injury and be used to improve
patient-specific treatment planning. They are likely to reduce toxicity (Drean et al 2016b, Lafond et al 2020), and
may one day informor help validate in silicomodels of treatment toxicity (e.g. Cicchetti et al 2020).

The goal of this review is to describe these recent spatial dose-effect investigations andNTCPmodels and
provide some guidance around their development.

2. Strategies for characterising dose distributions

2.1.Dose-volume approaches
The concept of the dose-volume relationship of a defined region of interest became commonplace when both
3Ddose computation and 3D segmentation (‘contouring’) of regions became practical. The cumulative DVH
synthesises the dose versus volume relationship as a function representing the percentage of volume that receives
at least a certain dose.

2.1.1. The advantages of dose-volume approaches
The primary advantage of the dose-volume approach is linked to thewealth of knowledge obtained through
prior studies of radiation and the resounding clinical success of such approaches. Today’s radiation therapy is
driven by dose-volume constraints based on the results of published studies andmeta-analyses. Somuch so, that
today’s dose distributions contain little information outside the bounds of these dose-volume parameters, as
they are controlled for in clinical practice.

Dose-volumemetrics are easily understood and are based on the natural compartmentalisation of the body
into organs. Reporting of them can be reduced to a table of numeric entries representing the quality of the
complex 3D treatment plan. To even further simplify their presentations, software applications have reduced
them to colour codes to indicate alerts when a planmay violate one of the treatment goals. In busy clinics, this
facilitates rapid evaluation. Dose-volumemetrics are also convenient when defining the goals for optimisation
in inverse treatment planning.

Radiobiologicalmodels have been developed to bridge the gap between the physical dose-based objectives to
drive treatment planning and the clinical dose goals reflecting the toxicity risks. Those commonly studied, such
asNTCP, tumour control probability (TCP) and the complication-free TCP (P+) (Källman et al 1992), have
typically been designed to operate onDVH information.

2.1.2. The disadvantages of dose-volume approaches
Fundamentally theDVHassumes that every sub-volume of the region is of equal importance to the function of
that tissue and is equally sensitive to radiation dose. Realistically, the segmented regions in radiotherapy are
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typically bulk anatomy and do not reflect themicrostructure of anatomy thatmay be impacted by radiation.
Therefore, theDVHmay be too course of a feature to adequatelymodel the impact radiationmay have on the
anatomy.

The assumption that each element of tissue is equally important to theNTCP function and equally sensitive
to radiation dose is simply not true formany anatomical regions typically segmented in treatment planning. For
example, the parotid glands consist of acinar cells producing saliva and a ductal region that carries the saliva to
the oral cavity. Similarly, a kidney ismade up of several cell types and structures. In other cases, such as the
oesophagus and rectum, organ structure consists of amucosal layer surrounded bymuscle tissue. These
structuresmay have different risks when the dose is high to the entire circumference of the structure versus when
it has the same volume of dose oriented longitudinally along the structure. Understanding the true causal
relationships between radiation dose and normal tissue dysfunction is limitedwith dose-volumemetrics that are
naive to the detailed components of the anatomy.

The spinal cord has a complex spatial arrangement of functional sub-units (FSUs—compartments that
accomplish part of an organ’s function), and subsequently a complex inter-relationshipwith overall organ
function. Precise pre-clinical experiments performed byBijl et al (2003) identified large variations in dose-
volume based predictors of paralysis in rats when the spatial patterns of irradiationwere changed.
Conventionally, simplemaximum cord dose has been used to predict subsequent complications (Kirkpatrick
et al 2010). However, the inhomogeneity in irradiation now affordedwith stereotactic spinal radiosurgery
exceeds the predictive capability of dose-volume analysis (Medin andBoike 2011). Similarly,models of lung
complication had focused on their parallel-like nature andmean lung dose had conventionally been used as a
principal predictor. However, evidence formore localised dose-response in humans emerged nearly two
decades ago (Seppenwoolde et al 2004), following extensive animal experiments (aswell reviewed byVoshart
et al 2021).

Further, analysis has traditionally been limited to dose-volumemetrics for single organs.Many human
functions involvemultiple components of anatomy. Swallowing, for example involvesmanymuscles in the head
and neck region. Thesemusclesmay be able to compensate for one another and the impact of a dose pattern
across the set ofmuscles and its impact on swallowing can be quite complicated. Inmany cases, a significant
portion of the anatomy is not contoured at all, and the dose-volumemetrics can only be computed for
contoured regions. Contouringwith high spatial detail in routine workflow remains burdensome. Similarly, in a
shift of spatial focus for dose-toxicity association, the impact on lung toxicity from cardiac irradiation has been
identified (van Luijk et al 2005, Tucker et al 2014).

Multiple spatial dose distributions (an essentially infinite number)will yield the same or similarDVH.
Dependence on a dose-volume approach requires an assumption that all those distributions will lead to the same
toxicity—the problemof degeneracy. Conversely, dose-volume derivedNTCPmodels from studies involving
specific irradiation techniques will have been derivedwithminimal variation inDVHbetween patients.
Extrapolation ofDVHandNTCPmetrics beyond the specific context inwhich theywere derived is known to be
dangerous. Due to this limitation, as well asmany other sources of variations between cohorts, DVH-based
complicationmodels derived for one treatment approach tend not to be applicable to alternative irradiation
strategies in the same sites (Troeller et al 2015).

2.2. Approaches that preserve spatial information
To overcome the limitation of whole organDVHs, recent approaches have investigated the existence of spatial
signatures of dose distributions across dimensionalities and at diverse spatial scales. Herewe describe the
processing of treatment planning data (figure 1) required to achieve extraction of features describing spatial
distributions at the various spatial scales and development of subsequent toxicitymodels (figure 2). Practical
applications of these features andmodels are described in section 5.

2.2.1. 1D precision dose-volume approaches
The simplest approach is to identify amore precise sub-region of the organwhere dosimetry andDVHmetrics
aremost correlatedwith outcome. Improvements inNTCPmodels, and evidence of correlations between local
dose and side effects, have been provided by undertakingDVHanalysis (or analysis with related histogram
information) at spatial scales below the organ level. Partitioning the organs for computing sub-regionDVHs for
example has demonstrated a sub-anatomical dependence for specific toxicities (Heemsbergen et al 2005, Peeters
et al 2006b, Stenmark et al 2014, Ebert et al 2015b). Thequestion thatmay arise iswhether theorganpartitions are
anatomically-equivalent across individuals allowingDVHcomparisons. If sub-regionpartitions betweenpatients
are generated following the same geometrical criteria, then they can refer to the same anatomo-physiological
regions. The identificationof correlative regions can bederivedmanually (e.g.Gulliford et al 2017), or by
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identifying clusters of correlatedpixels and voxels in 2Dand 3D representations (e.g.Drean et al 2016b). DVH-
based features of those sub-regions canbeused to validate their associationwith complications.

2.2.2. 2D surfacemapping
Spatial considerations on the distribution of dose to an organ surface can be achievedwith dose surfacemapping
(DSM). DSMs present a virtual unfolded planar representation of the dose distribution across an organwall.
Suchmapping has been implemented following different strategies (Sanchez-Nieto et al 2001,Hoogeman et al
2004, Tucker et al 2006b,Munbodh et al 2008,Witztum et al 2016). A 2D image is constructed via parametric
mapping from the 3D coordinate systemof the organwall. The general idea is depicted with a rectal DSM in
figure 3, where a direct relationship exists between the 3D cylindrical coordinates and the 2D (Ө, h) space. Thus,
each pixel in 2D corresponds to a portion of the organwall where the dose ismapped and propagated by
interpolation.Once constructed, DSMcan be used to undertake ‘pixel-wise’ analysis (Yahya et al 2017), or
parameterised using geometric descriptors such as lateral and longitudinal extent (Buettner et al 2009b) or
texture features (Chen et al 2018).

Crucial aspects in this construction are the definition of the origin (i.e. 0, 0) and the resolution and size of the
2D images. If the rectumwas the organ to be studied (e.g. Buettner et al 2009a,Moulton et al 2017) a cylindrical
coordinate system for building theDSMhas been used. In Buettner et al (2009b) the contour was thus cut at the
posterior-most position on eachCT-slice and unwrapped to amap of 21×21 pixels.Witztum et al (2016)
raised some of the issues concerning tortuous structures. They developed a raytracing approach to createDSM
for the duodenumaccounting for the bend in the structure, following an inner path.

In other holloworgans such as the bladder a similar slice-basedmethodology has been applied. Inworks
fromPalorini et al (2016a) andYahya et al (2017), 1mmresolutionDSMswere generated (cranial-caudal
direction), by virtually cutting bladder contours at the points intersecting the sagittal plane passing through its
centre ofmass. Because of the large inter-individual bladder variability some issues arise when having large and
small bladders tomap together for population analysis or where some parts of the bladder are not equally
mapped. InMylona et al (2020a) this was addressedwith an anisotropic vertical interpolation to the smallest
bladder, aligned at the bladder base.

Figure 1.Processing workflows for preparing data for toxicitymodelling across dimensionalities. Orange, path for histogram
development (1Ddata); green, path for 2Ddose surfacemaps (2Ddata); and blue, path for 3Ddose-volumemaps (3Ddata). Some
data sources and processesmay not be used in all approaches, and these are indicatedwith dashed borders.
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Figure 2.Dataflow in the extraction of dosimetric features and construction of toxicitymodels. Features extracted from1D, 2Dor 3D
data are exploited following different strategies, leading to different kinds of predictivemodels (NTCP,machine learning or general
regression). 2DDSMand 3DDVMmodelsmay require the entire population dose to bemapped to a single coordinate system before
being analysed.

Figure 3.Construction of a dose surfacemap (DSM) for the rectumby establishment of a direct relationship between the 3D
coordinate system and a planarO(Ө, h) space.
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2.2.3. 3D feature extraction
It is feasible to reduce the complex 3D voxel level dose information to a smaller number of features via an
appropriate spatial parameterisation. One such approach is to describe the spatial distributionwithin an organ
via 3Dmoments (Buettner et al 2012b,Dean et al 2016). Alternatively, borrowing from theworld of imaging
analytics, supervised descriptions can be obtained via spatial texture features (‘dosiomics’Rossi et al 2018, Liang
et al 2019, ‘dosomics’Placidi et al 2020 or ‘radiomorphology’ Jiang et al 2019), or unsupervised learning can be
employed via neural networks.

2.2.4. 3D volumemapping
At afine scale, dose-outcome correlations can be investigated at the voxel level. For voxel-wise comparisons to
bemeaningful, anatomical correspondence across the individualsmust be ensured. This pre-processing step is
referred to as ‘spatial normalisation’, whose goal is to define geometrical transformations aimed at registering
and resampling inter-individual anatomies and doses into a common coordinate system as depicted infigure 1
(e.g. Acosta et al 2013, Acosta andDeCrevoisier 2019, Rigaud et al 2019,Monti et al 2020). This 3D–3Ddose
mapping to a common coordinate system to create a dose-volumemap (DVM) remains challenging. Such
mappingmay be obtained via a parametric representation of the anatomy in a spherical or cylindrical coordinate
system as inChen et al (2013). Itmay bemore precisely computed through existing non-rigid (deformable)
registrationmethods (McWilliam et al 2017,Monti et al 2018,Marcello et al 2020a), or tailored to a particular
anatomy as proposed for the rectum inDrean et al (2016a), or for the bladder inMylona et al (2019) using spatial
descriptors. Depending on the investigated anatomical site, organ-driven registrationmethodsmay bemore
precise than the ones based on intensity levels. This is the case in Acosta et al (2013), Drean et al (2016a) and
Mylona et al (2019)where anatomicalmapping based on 3D structuralmodels of the considered organswere
proposed. These approaches require, nevertheless, a precedent segmentation of some of the considered
structures such as the urethra (Acosta et al 2017). However, when inter-individual registration is to newpatients
without identified structures or is to be structure-agnostic, image information alonemust be used (McWilliam
et al 2017,Monti et al 2018, Abravan et al 2020).

The 3D spatial normalisation approach can also be used to align anatomy for derivation ofDSMs, especially
in the case of pixel-wise analysis, or for the purpose of sub-region identification.

3. Practical considerations

The development of spatial responsemodels places specific demands on the nature of technical data collected for
their construction.When interpreting, utilising or publishing a spatial complicationmodel, factors impacting
the underlying technical data should be considered and appropriately reported and accommodated (see
section 4.2.3). The relevance and quality-of patient outcome data is of similar or even greater importance for the
derivation of usefulmodels. Additional data types can constitutemodifying and stratifying co-variates, such as
patient demographics and comorbidities, disease staging, treatment characteristics (techniques, timing,
adjuvant treatments), pathologic and genetic information.

3.1. Required technical data
Due to the computational nature of spatialmodels, it is assumed that required datawill be available in digital
formwhich could be arbitrary in-house, native or proprietary formats, ormore generally in prescribed formats
such asDigital Imaging andCommunications inMedicine (DICOM) (NEMA), Neuroimaging Informatics
Technology Initiative (NIfTI) (NIfTI 2020) orNearly RawRasterData (SourceForge 2020). The three principal
technical data ingredients formodel development are briefly described below.

3.1.1. Imaging
Anatomical imaging typically provides the reference space for derivedmodels, guides definition of segmented
structures and facilitates intra- and inter-individual registration. The robustness of spatialmodels can depend
significantly on the sensitivity and specificity of imaging, particularly through influence on the definition of
structures (e.g. Roach et al 2019).

3.1.2. Structures
Many of the processes for characterising spatial dose distributions presented in sections 2.2 and 5 operate on
information related to anatomical and functional structures. The definition of such structures can bemade
manually by observers at the time of patient treatment planning ormanually through retrospective review of
collated data. Alternatively, autosegmentation routines utilising anatomical atlases (Kennedy et al 2019) or
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artificial intelligence approaches (Fu et al 2020) can be used. Structure segmentation can represent a significant
source of uncertainty in the derivation and application ofmodels, withmultiple contributing factors:

• Geometric variability: The location and extent of structures will depend onmultiple factors relating to image
quality, image sensitivity and specificity, inter-observer variability (e.g. Roach et al 2019), organ deformation
andmotion (e.g. Palorini et al 2016a), errors and limitations in image registration, bias propagated from atlas
definitions or neural network learning environments or selection of a patient template (see section 2.2)
(Acosta et al 2010).

• Structure definition: A common source of undesired variability, particularly when pooling data sources or
during validation, is variable definition of anatomical structures (e.g. Nitsche et al 2017).Models need to
operate on like-definitions. Variability and ambiguity can be reduced through the use of consensus
definitions, reviews of definitions such aswithin theQUANTEC reports (Bentzen et al 2010), or published
standards (Wright et al 2019).

• Structure naming: Structure naming can often be problematic for scriptingmodel development, particularly
when data comes frommultiple institutions. This can be ameliorated through use of naming conventions (e.g.
Santanam et al 2012,Mayo et al 2018) or ontologies (Phillips et al 2020). Note that spatialmodelsmay utilise or
give rise to non-standard structures (such as predictive clusters identified inDSMs andDVMs).

3.1.3. Dose
As indicated infigures 1 and 2, access tomulti-dimensional descriptions of dose distributions, or features
derived from them, represents a commonminimum level of required technical data.When deriving and
applying spatialmodels, several aspects of these data should be considered:

• Accuracy: Although dose distributions are frequently available based on planned or intended treatments,
correctmodels will be based on dose distributionswhich have been verified or accumulated as delivered (e.g.
Jaffray et al 2010, Shelley et al 2017). Accuracy should ideally have been assessed independently, such as via
participation in credentialing exercises (e.g. Ebert et al 2011,Molineu et al 2013,Weber et al 2014).
Deformations of dose, due perhaps to the intra-individual accumulation process (Tilly et al 2013) or inter-
individual co-registration (see section 2.2.3)will impact on the accuracy of dose representation.

• Precision: Spatial resolution in the description of dose can impact the ability to precisely represent the
underlying response effects. The resolution of dose calculation has previously been shown to impact even
dose-volume basedmodels (Ebert et al 2010, Kim et al 2018). Variation in resolution can have amoderate
impact on dosimetric texture features (Placidi et al 2020).With an increasing need to developmodels for
precision stereotactic treatments, precise descriptions of steep dose gradients across spatially-limited
structures are required (e.g. Ryu et al 2007, Kim et al 2014, Gale et al 2017,Hrycushko et al 2019).

• Completeness: Dose calculations are often limited in extent relative to potentially-involved anatomy, such as
when based on cone-beamCTdata obtainedwith accelerator-mounted imaging systems. This can inhibit
spatialmodels, particularly those relating to low-doses over extensive regions of anatomy.

• Temporal features: Dose fractionation, inter- and intra-fraction dose temporal patterns can impact
complication incidence (Dörr 2015). Changes in response due to variable dose-per fraction, either between
voxels or due to variable treatment phases,may need to be incorporated into themodel. Such variationsmay
also be accounted for using equieffective dose estimates (Bentzen et al 2012), noting that this leads to spatial
discontinuities where parameters vary between tissues. The complexity of temporal dose effects increases
significantly when intra-treatment variations due to organmotion or the pharmacokinetics of radionuclide
deliveries are considered.

3.1.4. Treatment description
Treatment factors, such as patient set-up at imaging and treatment, patient preparation, the use of
immobilisation and fixation devices,may be co-variates of importance to the specificity of amodel. This
information is often not captured inDICOM fields or through oncology information systems.

3.2.Outcome data
Outcome information, providing the known output for amodel (the ‘endpoint’ or ‘event incidence’), comes in
diverse forms. For complication outcome, we are typically concernedwith organ-specific symptoms of radiation
injurywhichmaymanifest overmonths or years. These can be graded at discrete (ordinal) levels using
standardised clinician- or patient-reported instruments such as provided by theCommonTerminology Criteria
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for Adverse Events (Trotti et al 2003)developed by theUnited States (US)National Cancer Institute, instruments
developed in-house or by various international collaboratives. The trend is towards the use of patient-reported
complications for outcome. This is because the severity of symptoms are often under-reported by clinicians
(Xiao et al 2013), and follows recognition of the importance of focussing on symptomswith themost impact on
patients’ quality-of-life. Although definitions can vary, complications are typically graded according to
indicative symptoms and required interventions (GX—GradeX):

• G0–symptoms are absent

• G1–the complication ismild and no interventions are required

• G2–the complication ismoderate and some local interventionmight be required

• G3–the complication is severe and intervention is required, though is not life-threatening

• G4–the complication is life-threatening andmajor intervention is required

• G5–the complication has caused death

Whilst somemodels can utilise continuous outcomes, forNTCPmodels it is common to convertmeasures
to a binary endpoint classification. Thesemay be either determined atfixed time-points following treatment, as
incidence at any time during follow-up, or the time to event incidence if temporal features can be incorporated
in themodel. The definition, interpretation, collection and application of complication outcomemeasures are
notorious sources of uncertainty in outcomemodelling.Multiple factors should be kept inmind related to
model accuracy and generalisability:

• Specificity of the included patient cohort.

• The relevance of an outcome to patient quality-of-life.

• Variations in scoringmechanisms and criteria.

• Variations in follow-up time or time betweenmeasurements.

• The identification and influence of comorbidities, concurrent treatments or pre-existingmorbidities.

• The influence of social and/or technical factors onmeasures.

• The nature of the data source, as discussed below.

3.3.Data sources
When considering sources of data for spatial complicationmodels, we can consider the ability of those sources to
meet specific criteria for development of generalisable, robust and powerfulmodels. A source should provide
large volumes of high-quality, well-curated data for patients with diverse characteristics and treatedwith diverse
techniques (noting that data diversity can lead to unexpectedly biased results, as discussed in section 6.1). The
sub-optimal performance ofmany radiotherapy outcomesmodels can largely be blamed on the paucity and lack
of diversity of available data (Luo et al 2020).

Table 1 lists specific criteria, provides some examples of sources and attempts to describe, via generalisations,
how likely each source is tomeet the criteria. In table 1, quality infers the completeness, accuracy and consistency
of technical and outcome data.Diversity relates to the variability in studied populations, radiotherapy technique
and overall patient treatment, including trial versus non-trial contexts (Chen et al 2016, Krauss 2018). Diversity
also pertains to inter-individual variations in spatially-localised dose (note also the implications of diversity for
model generalisability, as discussed in section 6.2).

Some points to note in relation to table 1:

1. Single-institution studies enable ready access to appropriate high-quality data though with minimal
variability and typically only small patient numbers. Collated data is rarelymade available outside the
institution.

2.Multi-centre clinical trials often employ rigorous data collation. However, such trials will rarely be
statistically powered specifically for the purpose of spatial responsemodelling and so the sample sizemay be
insufficient. Software systems developed over the last couple of decades, both in-house and commercially,
have facilitated quality assessment of technical data bymulti-centre trials groups (e.g. Purdy et al 1998,
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Deasy et al 2003, Purdy 2008, Ebert et al 2010, LaMacchia et al 2012,Deasy andAdita 2013, Roelofs et al
2014,Meroni et al 2019). Although the quality-of clinical trial data can be advantageous, variations from
trial conditions in the clinic, including participant selection, can biasmodel predictions relative to non-trial
practice (Ohri et al 2013).

3.Data pooling and publication. International policies are trending towards data availability and interoper-
ability (e.g. Taichman et al 2017,Hayman et al 2019). In table 1we distinguish ‘public’ pooling and
publication, such as provided by theCancer Imaging Archive (www.cancerimagingarchive.net, Clark et al
2013), from ‘private’ pooling, such asmight be achieved viamanufacturer-led knowledge base
collaboratives and user-communities. Both public and private data pools have the potential for
development of large cohorts with data variability, though data qualitymay be ambiguous if not well
documented.

4. Federated data access can enable accessing large patient cohorts spanning multiple repositories, including
clinical systems at individual treatment centres. Ethical and socio-political issues can beminimised ifmodel
parameters can be estimated for data at each site, before being combined centrally (Deist et al 2017).
Although no published evidencewas found that spatial complicationmodels have been derived through
this approach, the potential for validation of developedmodels is significant.

4. Statistical andmodelling considerations

A central aim of using spatial dose descriptors tomodel dose-complication is to reduce the impact of degeneracy
relative to dose-volume approaches. It is important that the process utilisedmaintains the principles associated
with robust, unambiguous statistical analysis and interpretation. Herewe summarise such relevant
considerations.

4.1. Feature selection
4.1.1. Candidate dosimetric features and collinearity
An important step in developing phenomenological NTCPmodels (van der Schaaf et al 2015) is to start off with a
list of potential prognostic factors based on the literature and underlying radiobiological assumptions (e.g.
assumedα/β ratio). This can reduce the number of false positive findings and guide the feature reduction
process (Heinze et al 2018, Palma et al 2020a). The inhomogeneous physical dose distribution can be aggregated
into dose features (figure 2) that represent the biological dose received and are predictive for the toxicity
endpoint of interest. The resultmay be just a small number of features as derived from a spatial
parameterisation. However, hundreds to thousands of dose features can be retrieved from a spatial voxel-wise

Table 1.Potential sources of data for spatialmodels and their ability tomeet desirable criteria for forming statistically-powerful,
generalisablemodels thatmeet current standards for validation and translation.

a Including dosimetric accuracy.
b A data sourcewill have a high ability to satisfy this criterion if itmeets the FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al 2016) defined by the FORCE11
(Future of ResearchCommunications and e-Scholarship) community, of data being findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable.
c E.g. treatment planning systemmanufacturer-facilitated knowledge base consortia.
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3Ddose distribution, even though the sample sizemay be quite limited, and collinearity is likely. Candidate
prognostic factors selected froma group of correlated variables are typically those that have the highest
predictive power at univariate analysis compared to the correlated variables that are a priori excluded. A general
rule of thumb is that correlation between candidate variables for amultivariablemodel should be below≈0.7 (El
Naqa et al 2009, Schaake et al 2016).

4.1.2. Feature reduction
The generally accepted rule of thumb is that regressionmodels should be usedwith aminimumof 10 ‘events per
variable’EPV (Peduzzi et al 1996). This rule has been criticised as being too strict—Vittinghoff andMcCulloch
(2007) instead recommend aminimumof 7 EPV. After pre-processing the dataset to a candidate list of features
considered formodelling, a variable selection algorithmmust be chosen (Steyerberg andVergouwe 2014,
Heinze et al 2018). Valid approaches to reduce the number of features (and clinical co-variates) to themost
predictive in amultivariatemodel are: (1) select variables for thefinalmultivariablemodel based on their
univariatemodel estimates, using a p-value threshold; (2) backward and forward selection tools likeWald,
LikelihoodRatio and conditional regressionmethods; and (3) the LASSOmethod (least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator)which is a logistic regression analysis with a penalty for themagnitude of the regression
coefficients to prevent overfitting (Tibshirani 1996, Buettner et al 2011, Gabryś et al 2018). Consideration can be
given to reduction of features through use of their principal components (e.g. Chen et al 2011). Additionally,
feature selection can be combinedwith themethod to determine associationwith outcome through algorithms
such as random forest, and through the stability of features in associativemodels derived from sampled sub-sets
of the full data (i.e. ‘bootstrapping’). Adequate feature reduction is vital to ensuring the ability for amodel to be
generalised. An excellent overview of techniques is provided inGuyon and Elisseeff (2003).

4.1.3. Co-variates
The inclusion of clinical factors inNTCPmodelsmay improve the predictive power of themodel considerably
(Rancati et al 2011,Defraene et al 2012,Dean et al 2017,Morimoto et al 2019, Palma et al 2020b). A preselection
of all treatment- patient- and tumour- related factors by an educated guess is needed to avoid false positive
results. For this purpose, a literature search is recommended to define candidate clinical factors to be considered
subsequently inmodel building (Steyerberg andVergouwe 2014).

4.1.4.Models and algorithms
Toparametrise the dose-dependence of an organ at risk, typically a sigmoid-shaped function isfitted, like the
LKBmodel, the relative seriality (RS)model, and the general logistic regressionmodel (Trott et al 2012). It has
been demonstrated that the general applied logistic regression technique produces very similar dose-effect
curves as the LKB andRSmodel (Defraene et al 2012). A prerequisite is that the type and pattern of toxicity (i.e.
the dependent variable) has to be translated and captured in a ‘present (1)/not present (0)’ for logistic regression
modelling.

As an alternative in the current information age, datamining andmachine learning approaches for toxicity
prediction research are increasingly applied (Robertson et al 2015, Beasley et al 2018, Dean et al 2018, Gabryś et al
2018, Palma et al 2019a, Luo et al 2020). Commonalities and differences between themore conventional
methods ofmodel based statistical inference and the rapidly progressing field of data-drivenmachine learning
have given rise to an active debate (see thefield of imaging in neuroscience (Bzdok 2017)). It has been shown that
machine learning approaches do not, by default, result in better predictions (Yahya et al 2016,Dean et al 2018).
Unsupervisedmachine learning approaches aim to produce accurate predictions for unseen data based on a
large body of training data, and do not depend on tractable relations between variables, which can limit sensible
extrapolation of the associatedmodels. Conventional regression, on the other hand,may reveal the specific
dependence of a given variable on several independent variables within a dataset. From this comes the
opportunity to extrapolate beyond the initialmodel fitting, beyond the initial conditions under which datawere
acquired, by adaptation.

Selection of the appropriate statistical test(s) depends on the nature of the predicted outcome. If time to
event is considered important, parameters of a proportional hazardsmodelmay be inspected (provided
proportionality of the hazard is valid), or e.g. accelerated failure timemodelsmay be employed (Bradburn et al
2003). On the other hand, when fixed time point differences or incidence overmultiple time-points are
considered sufficiently descriptive, parametric t-tests or nonparametric signed-rank tests can be performed
(Lumley et al 2002). Rather than to seek rejection of a null-hypothesis, Bayesian analysismay provide amore
informative description of observed differences (Kruschke 2013).
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4.1.5. Voxel-wisemodels
Although conventional statistics can be applied at a pixel-wise or voxel-wise level, a comparison of the
aggregated data dichotomised by endpoint is a commonly-used approach. Detailed descriptions and formalisms
of the process for voxel-wise analysis for toxicity studies are provided byAcosta andDeCrevoisier (2019) and
Palma et al (2020a). The idea of identifying local dose-response patterns by voxel-wise analysis based on two-
sample tests was derived fromneuroimaging studies where the aim is to discover voxel-wise changes due to a
specific disease (Ashburner and Friston 2000,Whitwell 2009).When comparingDSMs/DVMs, the null-
hypothesis is that there is no difference between the dose distributions of the patients with andwithout toxicity,
which can be tested either using parametric (e.g. student’s T-test) or nonparametric tests (e.g. theMann–
WhitneyU test or theWilcoxon rank-sum test). In both cases, amap of p-values can befilled in voxel by voxel,
pinpointingwhere are the significant differences between the groups of patients.

Logistic regression, LKBmodelling or Logit dose-responsemodelling are possible alternative approaches to
studying local dose-response effects at the voxel level (as illustrated via an example forDSMs infigure 4). For
each voxel in theDSM/DVM, the relationship between the dose and the incidence of a selected toxicity endpoint
is calculated.When the actuarial incidence of the side-effect is considered, Cox regression constitutes a suitable
choice (Marcello et al 2020a, 2020b). This analysis produces amap of best-fit parameters, constant and
b-coefficient for dose for the logistic regression, TD50 (uniformdose corresponding to 50% complication
probability) and slope at TD50 for LKB and Logitmodels, H0(t) andβ-coefficient for dosewhenCox is used.
This kind of analysis allows identifying regionswhere the dose-response is steeper versus areaswhere it is
shallow, thus providing a hypothesis for treatment optimisation on selected sub-regions.

Clinical risk factors can be included, with the inclusion ofmultiple b-coefficients/β-coefficients in logistic
andCox regressions andwith the addition of dosemodifying factors in LKB and Logitmodels (Peeters et al
2006a). Of note, in this case, amap of effect sizes for the clinical risk factors is produced, with a variation of effect
sizes at the voxel level. Discussion is still open on themeaning of these variations, with the possibility of a clinical
factor to be a protective factor in some voxels and a risk factor in others. A possible alternative way to include
clinical risk factors is to use local dose-basedmodelling to determine areas with different dose-response curves
and apply an adjustment for clinical risk factors at a sub-region level or a patient level.

4.1.6. Significance
From amodelling perspective a large variation over the population provides the best opportunity to derive a
high-quality dose-effectmodel (see table 1). Techniques that result in high rates of toxicity do not necessarily
exhibit a large variation over patients.When deriving statistics at the voxel level, dose deposited by external
beams gives rise to correlations between dose variables. Establishing significance based on per-voxel null-
hypothesis testing (see section 5.2) severely suffers frommultiple testing issues—the likelihood of incorrect
rejection of that hypothesis.Methods based on estimated false discovery rate have been proposed, which have
been shown to hold under positive dependencies (Benjamini andHochberg 1995, Benjamini andYekutieli 2001,
Storey 2002). Permutationmethods can be used to establish significance based on test statistics aggregated over
the individual voxels (Manly 1997, Chen et al 2013, Palma et al 2020a): a pertinent global threshold of the single
voxel test statistic is derived, leading to the selection of voxels that exceed that value. Reporting the adjustedmap
beyond arbitrary thresholds for significance (such as the commonly-used p= 0.05)might be suggested, allowing
readers tomake amore informed conclusion by also considering the trends and spatial patterns of association,
rather than focusing on specific highly significant voxels (Palorini et al 2016b).

4.2. Performance, validity and reporting
Threemain purposes of statisticalmodels can be identified: (1) predictive/prognosticmodels, focussing on
event prediction; (2) explanatorymodels explaining difference in outcome via explanatory variables, focussing
on (causal) relationships and themagnitude of effects; and (3) descriptivemodels with themain purpose to
capture accurately the association between the dependent variable and the independent variables, whichmay
focus on both elements of prediction, relationships andmagnitude of effects (Shmueli 2010).

4.2.1.Model performance
NTCPmodels are descriptivemodels, describing the relationship between biological dose, clinical cofactors, and
toxicity risks. To evaluate discriminative (predictive) power, the performance of themodel is commonly
reported through the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)which is ameasure that
combines the specificity and sensitivity in one number (Dean et al 2018,Men et al 2019). In case of a large
imbalance in the data, the F-score based on precision-recall could additionally be considered (Saito and
Rehmsmeier 2015).
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Figure 4.Example of voxel (pixel)-wise assessment of a dose-complication relationship for a change in international prostate
symptom score (IPSS) of�10 in a prostate radiotherapy trial cohort (Yahya et al 2017). BladderDSMshave been derived by cylindrical
mapping using 200 equally-spaced radial samples at each interpolated 1mmslice vertically from the bladder base (up to 45mm for all
patients). Pixel-wise logistic regression incorporating clinical factors leads to the (uncorrected) p-value and odds ratiomaps shown,
including demonstration of a confounding protective effect of dose at the bladder base. Adapted fromYahya et al (2017), Copyright ©
2016. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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4.2.2.Model validity
The internal validity of a predictionmodel concerns the reproducibility of the underlying data. To avoid
overfitting and unstablemodels, preferredmethods for internal validation are cross-validation and bootstrap
resampling techniques (Xu et al 2012, Steyerberg andVergouwe 2014,Heinze et al 2018). For the external
validation of themodel, concerning the generalisability of the results to other similar patient populations outside
the database and outside the institution, independent validation datasets are required (Bentzen et al 2010). A
relevant example is provided byMylona et al (2020b), where dosimetry for sub-regions in the bladder was found
to bemore predictive of complications than that for thewhole organ, as validated in an external cohort.

4.2.3.Model reporting
It is recommended to report at least the following characteristics of a developed phenomenological (data-driven)
NTCPmodel (Jackson et al 2010, Collins et al 2015): study population, received treatment, definition and
measurement of predicted outcome, dose-volume information of full organs and relevant sub-volumes, basic
statistical data on incidence of toxicity including number of subjects and number of events, complication rates
associatedwith constraints, available follow-up time, statisticalmotivation of sample size, handling ofmissing
data, numerical range andmedian of the dosimetric variables of interest,model parameter estimates and their
standard errors, applied feature selectionmethod (model building algorithm), candidate variable list, applied
validationmethods, goodness-of-fit and discriminative power of the finalmodel. For spatialmodels, it is also
recommended to report dose grid resolution and dose calculation algorithm (Placidi et al 2020), and a definition
for the algorithms used in extraction of features (e.g. Zwanenburg et al 2020). A checklist for transparent
reporting is available through theTRIPOD initiative (Collins et al 2015).

5. Review ofmethods—spatial dose associationswith complications and applications to
NTCP calculation

Section 2 defined, in general terms, approaches thatmay be used, in various dimensions, to represent dose
information inways that retain spatial information fromwhich featuresmay be extracted. Section 3 detailed
where the datamay be obtained from to inform those processes, and for describing the complication outcomes
withwhich the features will be correlated, using the statistical processes described in section 4.We can now
review publicationswhich attempt to combine these to deriveNTCPmodels and for examining associations of
spatial dose informationwith complication incidence.

Evidence of improved predictive capabilities withmodels which are inclusive of spatial information have
been emerging from analysis of isolated datasets over the last 10–15 years. Table 2 provides a summary of some
previously published analyses where a comparison has beenmade between histogram-based toxicitymodels and
those incorporating various forms of spatial dose information.

Figure 5 illustrates the progression fromdose-volume to spatialmodels of varying complexity, using the
relationship of pelvic radiotherapy dose to gastrointestinal complications as an example. References describing
studies are provided, grouped according to the complexity of anatomical information used and by the spatial
dose features used in the investigations.Many of the cited studies are discussed inmore detail below.

5.1. Use of histogram-based features
5.1.1. Description
The degeneracy of the spatial dose distribution into the associatedDVHof a structuremay bemoderated if the
dose distribution can be correlated withmore specific descriptions of the underlying functional structures
themselves. This can be achieved, for example, by breaking a given structure down spatially intomore precise or
component sub-structures according to some anatomical or statistical criterion (as described in section 2.2.1).
TheDVHcharacteristics of each sub-structure can be considered independently. Analysis ofmore specific
structures can also reveal that dose to the originally-hypothesised structure of interestmay be less correlated
with complication than alternative adjacent structures. It is also possible to utilise additional spatial information
regarding the structure (such asmedical imaging scans) tomodify the basicDVH information being used as
input to a dose-volume basedNTCPmodel.

5.1.2. Examples
Afirst class ofmodels is based on the assumption that the organs can be thought of as organised in FSUs. If the
density of FSUs f r( ) is not homogeneous throughout the considered structure W, amore informative version of
theDVHwould beweighted by the corresponding f r( ) yielding DfDVH ,0( ) defined as:
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Table 2.A selection of published studies comparing histogram-based toxicitymodelling tomodels incorporating spatial information. Note that some studies incorporatedmultiple approaches to spatial feature extraction.

References Tumour site Evaluated region Toxicity endpoint Spatialmethod Comparison Impact on complication prediction

Heemsbergen et al

(2005)
Prostate Rectum Various Pixel-wise, DSM sub-regions Total rectumDSHversus sub-regions alone Several specific toxicities only associatedwith spa-

tially-localised dose

Peeters et al (2005) Prostate Rectum Acute rectal�G2 Dose-length parameters Total rectumDVHandDSH versus addition

of spatial features

Most significantDVHand dose-length parameter

both improved finalmodel

Peeters et al (2006b) Prostate Anorectum Various DVHs for sub-regions (rec-
tum, anus)

Total anorectumDVHversus sub-regions Specific toxicities better predicted by sub-region

dosimetry

Acosta et al (2013) Prostate Rectum Rectal bleeding Voxel-wise dose, DVM RectumDVHversus voxel-wise Rectal bleeding only correlates with identified local

dose levels, not with total rectumDVH

Drean et al (2016b) Prostate Rectum Rectal bleeding Voxel-wise andmanually identi-

fied sub-region

RectumDVHversus different sub-regions DVH-based inferior-anterior hemi rectum (voxel-
wise identified sub-region) performed best

Casares-Magaz et al

(2017)
Prostate Rectum Various Pixel-wiseDSM RectalDVH andDSHversus pixel-wise For all endpointsDSM-based parameters showed

better AUCs (mean 0.64) than the best DSH/DSH-

based parameters (mean 0.61)
Rossi et al (2018) Prostate Rectum Rectal bleeding Faecal

leakage

3D texture features Rectal DVHversus addition of spatial

features

Bleeding—AUC increased 0.68–0.72; leakage—

AUC increased from0.68 to 0.75

Buettner et al (2009a) Prostate Rectum Rectal bleeding CNNonDSM RectalDSH versus addition of spatial

features

AUC increased from0.59 to 0.64

Buettner et al (2011) Prostate Rectum Various ParameterisedDSM NTCP-based on rectal versus addition of

spatial features

AUC increased from0.59 to 0.63–0.67

Zhen et al (2017) Cervix Rectum General toxicity DSM texture features andCNN

(with transfer learning)
Peak dose-indices versus texture features

versus CNN

AUC0.47–0.58 (dose-indices), 0.70 (texture fea-
tures), 0.89 (CNN)

Wilkins et al (2020) Prostate Anorectum Various ParameterisedDSM;manual

sub-regions (rectum, anal-canal)
Rectal DVHversus sub-regionDVHversus

DSM features

DSM-based parameters did not improve predic-

tion compared toDVH-based parameters; sub-

region dosimetry not identified asmore predictive

Heemsbergen et al

(2010)
Prostate Bladder Urinary obstruction DVM, voxel-wise (specific local

dose points)
DSH-based total bladder versus addition of

local point dose trigone

BothDVHpoint and local trigone dose point

added to finalmodel

Improta et al (2016) Prostate Bladder IPSS toxicity score Pixel-wiseDSM BladderDSHversus addition of spatial

features

AUC increased from0.58–0.71 to 0.66–0.77

Palorini et al (2016b) Prostate Bladder Acute urinary

symptoms

Pixel-wise and para-

meterisedDSM

BladderDSH versus parameterisedDSM For all endpointsDSM-based parameters showed

better AUCs than the best DSH-based parameters

Rossi et al (2018) Prostate Bladder Nocturia

Incontinence

3D texture features BladderDVHversus addition of texture

features

Nocturia—AUC increased from0.63 to 0.67;

Incontinence—AUC increased from0.71 to 0.73

Mylona et al (2019) Prostate Bladder, urethra Acute and late urin-

ary symptoms

Sub-regions derived from voxel-

wiseDVManalysis

BladderDVHversus sub-regionsDVHs AUC improvements in both acute and late toxicity

in several sub-regions including the urethra

(AUCs�0.62)
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Table 2. (Continued.)

References Tumour site Evaluated region Toxicity endpoint Spatialmethod Comparison Impact on complication prediction

Beasley et al (2018) H&N Head region Trismus Voxel-wiseDVM Organ versus sub-regionDVH Identified voxel clustermost significant

Buettner et al

(2012b)
H&N Salivary glands Xerostomia Parameterised 3Dorgan dose

distribution

Mean dose versus 3Dmoments AUC increased from∼0.7 to>0.8

Gabryś et al (2018) H&N Parotid glands Xerostomia Parameterised 3Ddose Mean dose and parotidDVHversus addition

ofmultiple spatial features

AUC increased from< 0.6 to 0.68–0.78 for dose

gradient features

Men et al (2019) H&N Glands Xerostomia 3Ddose CNNandCT images Combinations of basic dose-volume

metrics, clinical parameters, andCNNbased

on images, structures and dose

AUC increased from0.56 for dosemetrics alone to

0.84with all CNN information

Monti et al (2017) H&N Neck region Dysphagia Voxel-wiseDVM Sub-regionmean dose andmulti-organ

DVH (Alterio et al 2017)
AUCconfirmed betweenmulti-organ versus

voxel-wise analysis (∼0.8)
Dean et al (2018) H&N Pharyngealmucosa Dysphagia 3D spatial parameterisation OrganDVHversus spatial features DVH features as predictive as spatial features

(AUC∼0.71–0.82) andmaintained on external

validation

Dean et al (2016) H&N Approximated oral

mucosa

Acutemucositis 3Dmoments OrganDVHversus addition of spatial

features

No improvement

Dean et al (2017) H&N Oral cavity Acutemucositis Sub-region definition (mucosal

surface)
OrganDVHversus sub-region No improvement

Palma et al (2016) Thorax Lung Lung fibrosis Voxel-wiseDVM identified sub-

regions

Whole-lungmean dose versus sub-region-

basedmean dose

AUC increased from0.60 to 0.75

Palma et al (2019a) Thorax Lung Lung fibrosis Voxel-wiseDVM LKB versus 3Dmodel (PACE) AUC increased from0.66 to 0.85

Lee et al (2020) Lung Oesophagus Weight loss 3D texture features Combinations ofDVHand radiomic/dosio-

mic features

Substantial increases in AUC though addition of

spatial features

Liang et al (2020) Lung Lung Pneumonitis 3Ddose texture features

andCNN

DVHversusNTCP versus dosiomics versus

3DCNN

AUC increased from0.676 (DVH) to 0.744
(NTCP) to 0.782 (dosiomics) to 0.842 (CNN)
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where H (·) is theHeaviside step function (Lu et al 1997). ThoughDVH-basedNTCPmodels would be better
recast on fDVH, it has been recognised that the derivation of the detailed underlying arrangement of FSUs in
most anatomical sites still requires dedicated studies from techniques such as functional imaging (e.g. Arslan
et al 2018, Lee and Park 2020).

For lung, a low-cost variation on the fDVHconcept is represented by the dose-mass histogram (DMH), in
which themass density (easily estimated from the planningCT) is considered as a surrogate of FSUdensity. As
expected, theDMHresults to be independent of breathing phase (Nioutsikou et al 2005, Cella et al 2015).
Interestingly, however, a study on the risk of postoperative pulmonary complications among oesophageal
cancer patients found no evidence of significant benefits from the substitution ofDVHswithDMHswithin the
NTCPmodel (Tucker et al 2006a).

Similarly, for hollow organs such as the rectum, the absence of FSUswithin thewall content led to the
development of the dose-wall histogram (DWH). DWHs represent theDVHof the organwall only based on the
segmented outer organ contour (Meijer et al 1999). The dose surface histogram (DSH) lies, instead, on the
histogramof the dose delivered to a representative surface of the organ. Twomain approaches have been
proposed for theDSH computation: one based on the interpolation of the dose on the organ surface (Lu et al
1995), and one normalising theDVHof the organwall by the shell depth in the limit of vanishing thickness
(Palma andCella 2019). There is often a strong correlation between the various histogram types (Fiorino et al
2003,Hoogeman et al 2005, Carillo et al 2012). An exception is when the irradiation technique delivers a dose
gradient that is steep relative to the organ size, such as found byKim et al for prostate cancer patients treatedwith
stereotactic radiotherapy (Kim et al 2014).

Figure 5. Illustration of the variety and evolution ofmethods for incorporation of dosimetric features into dose-complication
association studies andNTCPmodels in the context of gastrointestinal toxicity. References are provided as examples for studies
involving various combinations of anatomical information and dosimetric feature extraction and are not exhaustive. Studies can be
further broken down according to themodel used for associationwith complication (see e.g. Acosta andDeCrevoisier 2019). (BEV—
beam’s eye view.)
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Afirst hybrid approach for including a notion of spatial dose distributionwithin a histogram framework is
the zDVH (Cheng andDas 1999), which expresses the volume receiving a given dose at a given cranio-caudal
position in the formof a 2Dhistogram.

An effective approach based on pathophysiological knowledge of the toxicity aetiology consists in splitting a
heterogeneous district into component sub-structures to achieve better DVH-response predictions. This
approach has beenmade for the anorectum (Peeters et al 2006b, Ebert et al 2015a) and the bladder trigone
(Ghadjar et al 2014,Henderson et al 2018). Outcome associations have also been undertaken over broader
spatial ranges of anatomy than conventionally hypothesised. For rectal toxicity in pelvic radiotherapy for
example, although the gastrointestinal tract is usually targeted for derivation of associations, alternative
structures can provide stronger associations with specific toxicities. Smeenk et al showed that incontinencewas
more strongly associated to dose to the pelvicfloormuscles (Smeenk et al 2012), whilst Gulliford et al discovered
the importance of dose to the peri-rectal fat space for control-like symptoms (Gulliford et al 2017).

The emergence of voxel-wise toxicity analyses in radiation oncology has fostered a data-driven evolution of
this approach. This is aimed at defining, on a statistical basis, the relevant anatomical sub-structures involved in
the development of radiation inducedmorbidity and fromwhich histogram-based features can be extracted.
This approach is described in sections 5.2 and 5.4.

5.2. Voxel-wise assessment
5.2.1. Description
In contrast to analyses based on knownor hypothesised FSUs as in section 5.1, the use of voxel-wisemethods
points to an ‘agnostic’/bottom-up approach.Once theDSMs/DVMs in a cohort are spatially registered to a
common coordinate system (see section 2.2 for relevant details) in away that they can be compared voxel-wise,
the regionswhich are significantly associated to the particular (toxicity) outcome are identified by statistical
inference. Different approaches can be used, as described in section 4.1.5. In general, thefinal goal of voxel-wise
analysis is to identify regions driving the clinicalmanifestation of radio-induced side effects, i.e. tofind clusters
of voxels where the dose is significantly different in patients with/without toxicity (see also section 5.4). The
resulting organ sub-regions do not consider any prior anatomical or functional division. They can provide
information tomake inferences on the differential radio-sensibility of some organs or the simultaneous
implication of different structures on some radio-induced toxicities.

Voxel-wise assessment does not by default generate anNTCPmodel. DVHs in the regions that were
highlighted as statistically associatedwith the selected outcome should be considered to deriveNTCPmodels
following a classical dose-response analysis. Alternatively, a total complication risk can be formed from
aggregation of risks determined at the voxel level.

5.2.2. Examples

5.2.2.1. 2D dose surface outcomemapping
2DDSMs (section 2.2.2) are usually generated froman anatomical structure and restricted to the surface of this
structure. This choice produces results which can be easily translated into organ sub-regions to be spared.
Historically, the first analyses ofDSMs in the radiotherapy fieldwere related to hollow organswhose geometry
could be easily associatedwith a cylinder, such as the oesophagus (Chen et al 2013,Dankers et al 2017) and the
rectum (Sanchez-Nieto et al 2001, Tucker et al 2006b,Munbodh et al 2008,Wortel et al 2015, Casares-Magaz
et al 2019, Onjukka et al 2019). Although pixel-wise assessment can bemade to derive patterns of response,
significant progress has beenmade by parameterising theDSMs, reducing the number of features and providing
parameters forNTCPmodels, as discussed in section 5.3.

Pixel-wise studies have relatedDSMs for the bladderwith a number of early and late urinary endpoints
(Improta et al 2016, Palorini et al 2016a, 2016b, Yahya et al 2017,Mylona et al 2020a). Recently amethod for the
calculation ofDSM for the heart was implemented by using amodified cylindrical coordinate system
(McWilliam et al 2020). DSMs of the heart were analysed to infer possible local dose-effect for survival after lung
cancer radiotherapy. The rationale for considering heart DSMs rather thanDVMs resides in the location on the
surface of some clinically relevant sub-regions, such as the coronary arteries, the electrical conduction system
and themyocardium.

5.2.2.2. 3D voxel-wise outcomemapping
DVMs (section 2.2.4) can be generated either starting from an anatomical structure and restricted to its volume
or independently from any structure. The second choice has the power to embrace a totally agnostic approach
regardingwhich organs/tissues are involved in radio-induced toxicity and entails the possibility of highlighting
the interaction between different organs and FSUs.Notably, special care should be taken in order to counteract
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the possibility offinding significant areas which offer no feasible anatomical explanation andwhich could lead to
inappropriate organ-sparing objectives in treatment planning.

Organ-basedDVMswere considered in the literature for the analysis of both rectal (Acosta et al 2013, Drean
et al 2016b, Shelley et al 2017,Mylona et al 2020b,Marcello et al 2020b) and urinary (Mylona et al
2019, 2020a, 2020b,Marcello et al 2020a) toxicity. These kinds of analysis heavily build upon robust co-
registrationmethods, which become evenmore critical when organs highly prone to organmotion and variable
filling are considered.

Thefirst published example of the use of quasi-organ-agnostic DVMswas fromHeemsbergen et al (2010)
investigating urinary toxicity. In this case, the 3D reconstruction startedwith the definition of the outer surface
of the prostate andwith the identification of the spatial coordinates of the prostate centre ofmass. After that, for
every patient, a spherical surfacewas considered, extending 6 cm from the prostate. Every voxel inside this
regionwas identified through polar coordinates (distance from the prostate centre ofmass and two angles
identifying the vector connecting the single voxel to the prostate centre ofmass) and the absorbed dose in each
voxel was calculated by trilinear interpolation of the nearest dose points of the individual dose grid.

Regression coefficients associated to each voxel specifically in the salivary glands have been used to shed light
on the regional radio-sensitivity of the glands (Jiang et al 2019). Other studies consideredDVMswithout any
restriction to specific contoured organs for investigation of local dose effects in the thoracic/head and neck
region (Palma et al 2016,McWilliam et al 2017,Monti et al 2017, Beasley et al 2018, Palma et al 2019c, 2019d,
Green et al 2020), with interest in the association of dose patternwith lung toxicity (with an example shown in
figure 6), acute dysphagia, trismus and survival.

5.2.2.3. NTCP from voxel-wisemethods
As already pointed out, although voxel-wise analysis can identify important organ sub-regions, it does not
provide anNTCP.

NTCP can be derived by classical dose-responsemodelling on the specific sub-regions, either including the
wholeDVHas calculated in the specific identified areas or choosing some particularDVHcut-points. Examples
of this kind of approach can be found in (Buettner et al 2009b,Heemsbergen et al 2010, Palma et al 2016,
Casares-Magaz et al 2017,Mylona et al 2019,Onjukka et al 2019). InDrean et al (2016b), parameters for the LKB
model were computedwithin the voxel-wise derived sub-region.

More sophisticated andmore global approaches were also developed, taking information fromvoxel-wise
analysis directly into account. Vinogradskiy et al (2012) proposed amodified LKBmodel where the lung dose in
each voxel wasweighted using a user-defined spatial weightingmatrix which could be derived by a previous
voxel-wise analysis. Jiang et al (2019)demonstrated prediction of xerostomia induced by the irradiation of the
salivary glands in head and neck cancer patients using a ridge logistic regressionmodel directly dealingwith the
local dose delivered to each voxel of the organ at risk. The frameworkwas naturally able to include non-
dosimetric predictors in theNTCPmodel.

Palma et al (2019a) established a new formalism, called PACE (Probabilistic Atlas for normal tissue
Complication Estimation in radiation therapy), which incorporates regional dose information coming from
regression performed voxel-wise with clinical risk factors. PACE builds upon the LKBmodel and substitutes the
generalised equivalent uniformdose (EUD)with aweighted combination of risks as calculated by regression at

Figure 6. Flowchart for 3D voxel-wise analysis of dosimetric associationwith lung toxicity following stereotactic body lung
radiotherapy, reproduced fromPalma et al (2019c). Structures and dose distributions are spatially normalised to a common
coordinate system (CCS) via course alignment of structures andCT elastic image registration (EIR). Voxel-wise significancemaps are
then derived by calculating a test statistic at the voxel level and adjusting formultiple comparisons via a permutation algorithm.
Reproduced fromPalma et al (2019c). © 2019 Institute of Physics and Engineering inMedicine. All rights reserved.
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the voxel level, using confidence intervals for predicted risks as weights (thus givingmoreweight tomore certain
predictions).

5.3. Spatial parameterisation of dose distributions
5.3.1. Description
Attempts to reduce the number of features, reduce collinearity and generalisemodels from voxel-wise analyses
can bemade by parameterising the dose distribution. For analyses restricted to specific organs, this will typically
involve functional parameterisation ofDSMs and organ-constrainedDVMs, with orwithout registration to a
template geometry. The resulting parameters can then become co-variates in regressionmodels or supervised
machine learningmodels.Morewidespread dose distributions can be parameterised using techniques borrowed
from imaging analytics—namely, the supervised derivation of specific feature classes (‘dosiomics’ Liang et al
2019). Unsupervised classification of outcome based on the dose distribution can also be attemptedwith
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), with orwithout the inclusion of anatomical and functional imaging
information.

5.3.2. Examples

5.3.2.1. Parameterisation of 2D dose
The process of derivation of parameters for geometric descriptors from aDSM is illustrated infigure 2,
particularly in the context of investigating rectal complications due to prostate radiotherapy. Concentric
isodoses on the rectal wall fromprostate radiotherapy can be thresholded systematically at different doses and
fittedwith an ellipse. Parameterised geometrical features can then be calculated (Buettner et al 2009b).

Previous studies on rectal toxicity following prostate radiotherapy indicate that spatial dosemetrics such as
lateral extent of dose around the circumference of the rectum, longitudinal extent and eccentricity derived from
rectal dose surfacemaps (DSM), are related to toxicities including rectal bleeding and loose stools (Buettner et al
2009b,Moulton et al 2017). Interestingly, a recent test of this approach failed to demonstrate any improvement
overDVH-based prediction of rectal toxicity (Wilkins et al 2020). This resultmay be confounded by the
differences between planned and delivered dose distributions (see section 3.1.3), with Shelley et al (2017)finding
parameters derived fromDSMs for accumulated dose beingmore predictive than those fromplanned dose, as
also found byCasares-Magaz et al (2019) at the voxel-level.

Casares-Magaz et al (2017) demonstrated that parameterisedDSMs performed slightly better thanDSHs
when predicting rectal toxicity and produced results formore endpoints by quantifying the dosewhen aDSM
was subdivided to a 3× 3matrix. Vanneste et al (2018) usedDSMs to evaluate the effect of hydrogel rectal
spacers on dose to the rectum for prostate radiotherapy.

Althoughmost published data relating to parameterised rectal DSMs are frompatients who received
prostate radiotherapy, Chen et al (2018) detail the use ofDSM to relate the dose fromboth external beam and
brachytherapy for a cohort of cervix patients. The twodose distributions were non-rigidly registered, and a rectal
DSMcreated from the summed dose distribution. Both volumetric and texturemetrics were calculated, and
principal component analysis used to provide inputs to a support vectormachine-basedmodel. Area and texture
parameters were found to be important and to have an improved AUCcompared to the standardGroupe
Européen deCuriethérapie/European Society for Radiotherapy (GEC-ESTRO)model.

5.3.2.2. Parameterisation of 3D dose
For a solid structure such as the parotid it is possible to definemetrics to quantify the relative 3D spatial
distribution of dose to thewhole organ. Buettner et al (2012b) used 3D spatial invariantmoments to characterise
themorphology of the dose distribution to the parotid in terms of centre ofmass, spread and skewness. They
showed thatminimising the dose to cranial and lateral regions of the parotid glandwould decrease the incidence
of xerostomia. Themodel containing spatialmetrics had a significantly-improved performance compared to the
standard predictive ofmodel ofmean dose. 3Dmomentswere also used in a comparison of the conventional
oralmucosa outline and a novel segmentation to predict acutemucositis (Dean et al 2016). Dose distributions to
the two organ-as-risk (OAR) structures were calculated and used as inputs to both penalised logistic regression
and random forestmodels. In this example, using the novel segmentation and spatialmetrics did not improve
model performance compared to amodel built on fractional dose-volume data for the conventional structure.
Dean et al (2018) studied acute dysphagia usingmoments and dose-volume-length and -circumference data for
the pharyngealmucosa. They demonstrated that although the length and circumference that received over 1Gy
per fractionwere shown to be important, a penalised logistic regressionNTCPmodel trained purely on dose-
volume data performed equally well on internal validation andwas superior when applied to an external
validation cohort.
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5.3.2.3. Supervised broad spatial descriptors
The papers described so far have used a variety of bespokemethods to parameterise the spatial distribution of
dose.However, synergy with the field of radiomics allows spatial dose distributions to be characterised by a vast
array of standardisedmetrics (Zwanenburg et al 2020). Here the 3D radiotherapy dose distribution can be
characterised in full with orwithout reference to structure segmentation. Radiomic features frompatient images
can be integrated to derivemodels predictive of complication (Talamonti et al 2019).

One studywhich assessed this concept and compared predictions to previous work is described byGabryś
et al (2018). This study comparedmodels to predict xerostomia startingwith a standardmodel based onmean
dose and parotid-specific spatialmetrics described above (Buettner et al 2012b). Spatial descriptors were
extended for the parotid gland to consider entropy alongwith dosiomic descriptors ofDVH shape and general
dosiomic features describing the gradient of the entire 3Ddose distribution. Themanuscript describes
comparisons ofmanymodels including conventional statistical andmachine learning approaches. Additionally,
feature selection and class balance approaches were compared. Overall the strongest features identifiedwere
parotid gland volume eccentricity and the spread of the contralateral parotid dose distribution. The contralateral
dose gradient of the 3Ddose distribution (right to left)was also identified on univariate analysis but did not
feature strongly in the finalmultivariate analysis. Similarly, Lee et al (2020) informedmachine learning
algorithmswith combinations of dose-volume, radiomics and dosiomics features, together with clinical co-
variates. Resulting predictivemodels of weight loss in lung cancer radiotherapywith greater accuracy than
models based on dose-volume and clinical co-variates alone, though still with a relativelymodest AUCof 0.71.

Liang et al (2019) compared conventional dosimetricmodels withmodels derived fromdosiomic features to
predict radiation pneumonitis. It was demonstrated that amultivariateNTCPmodel including the grey level co-
occurencematrix contrast and grey level run lengthmatrix (which has similarities to lateral and longitudinal
extent described previously) outperformedmodels based on dose-volume parameters and conventional NTCP
model parameters. Rossi et al (2018) included texture analysis features in a study to predict genitourinary and
gastrointestinal toxicity following prostate radiotherapy. The 3D texture analysis features for the rectum and
bladderwere derived from standard radiomics and used alongside non-treatment related features (such as age,
staging and comorbidities) andDVH-basedmetrics to buildmultivariate logistic regressionNTCPmodels. It
was demonstrated that for gastrointestinal endpoints inclusion of texture features improved the AUC compared
tomodels containing only clinical andDVH-based features. Results for genitourinary toxicity were generally not
improved by any dosimetric features.

5.3.2.4. Unsupervised broad spatial descriptors
An alternative to utilising crafted dosiomic descriptors of broad distributions is to apply neural networks. For
example, Buettner et al (2009a) usedDSMs derived by the rectumunfolding as input for a rectal bleedingmodel
based on locally-connected neural networks able to account for the topology of the dose distribution. The higher
performance achieved by suchmodels, compared to themore traditional fully-connected conventional neural
nets based onDSHs, suggested thatmorphological aspects of the dose distributions play a relevant role in the
development of radiation inducedmorbidity. Zhen et al (2017) utilised aCNN to distinguish rectal DSMs
indicative of toxicity, incorporating transfer learning to compensate limited patient data.

CNNs can be used to extract unspecified higher-level features of 3Ddose distributions which can directly
classify the distributions as likely to lead to complications, and studies have begun to emerge demonstrating this
with varying combinations of ancillary information. Ibragimov et al (2018, 2019) utilisedCNNs incorporating
3Ddose information, supplementedwith transfer learning fromprevious abdominal imaging, for hepatobiliary
toxicity prediction following stereotactic liver radiotherapy. Incorporating theCNNswithmore conventional
features including dose-volume parameters, dose fractionation and clinical co-variates increased themodel
predictions (increase in AUC from0.79 to 0.85). In a strategywhich preferences identifying likely toxicity (i.e.
minimising false negatives), the CNNapproach halved the number of false positive predictions relative toDVH-
based prediction. Ibragimov et alwere able to extend this approach to a structure-agnostic spatial assessment to
map anatomical regionswhere dose variations associate with toxicity. This revealed regions associatedwith the
hepatobiliary tract and liver as specific focus regions to guide dose planning (Ibragimov et al 2020).

In a progression from the dosiomics approach, Liang et al (2020) utilisedCNNs incorporating the 3Ddose
distribution for predicting pneumonitis following volumetric-modulated radiotherapy. A superior prediction
(AUC0.842)was achieved relative to regressionmodels incorporating dosimetric, NTCP and dosiomics features
(AUC< 0.782). Class activationmapswere used to identify lung regions associatedwith increased or reduced
high-grade toxicity.

In head and neck cancer radiotherapy,Men et al (2019) usedCNNswhich incorporated one ormore of the
planningCT images, planned 3Ddose and segmented anatomy, for prediction of grade� 2 xerostomia, and
compared prediction against regressionmodels incorporating dosewith orwithout clinical co-variates. The
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CNNsprovided greater accuracy (AUC< 0.84), compared to the regressionmodels, for all combinations of 3D
information except for when 3Ddosewas removed.

5.4. Spatial clustering
5.4.1. Description
Thames et al (2004) proposed that hot spots distributed as small areas throughout an organ at risk are likely to
cause a different response than if the highest dose covers one contiguous region. This difference would translate
through to a difference in toxicity prediction usingNTCPmodels which describe the clustering of damage to
FSUs. This concept of spatial dose clusters forms bridges between voxel-wise assessment, definition of sub-
regions and spatial analysis based on spatial parameterisation. The clustermodels highlight the relevance of
including both the number and the spatial location of radiation-sterilised FSUs in a comprehensiveNTCP
model (Thames et al 2004). In a general sense, thesemodels suggest that a volume receiving at least a given dose
value ismore likely associatedwith a radiation induced toxicity if it corresponds to a connected spatial cluster
rather than if spatially scattered (Deasy andElNaqa 2008).

5.4.2. Examples
Tucker et al demonstrated a practical application of themethod described byThames using rectal DSMs (Tucker
et al 2006b). Nine case-control pairs with very similar absoluteDSHbutwith andwithout grade 2 rectal bleeding
were used tofit a local-effect clustermodel. The logistic function describing the probability of damage for each
voxel in eachDSMhad two unknown parameters. Themodel was fitted tomaximise the relationship between
maximumcluster size (considering two-connectivity) between the cases and controls. Although the cohort was
very small, the authors were able tofind parameter values which separated cases from controls and inferred that
dose distributions in the region of 30Gywere important for the prediction of rectal bleeding.

Chao et al (2018), (2020) also developed spatial clustermetrics based on themethod proposed byThames
et al. They demonstrated thatmaximumcluster size for the superior 5 cmof the oesophaguswas not related to
conventional dose-volume andNTCPmetrics and inferred that spatial distributionswere not represented by
conventional dosemetrics. They applied a cluster-based approach tomodel xerostomia (Chao et al 2019). The
metrics includedmean cluster size and largest cluster size normalised to the volume of the glandwhichwere
incorporated into LKBmodels. Although no conventional (DVH-based) LKBmodel was derived from the
cohort a comparisonwasmadewith publishedmodels utilisingmean dose (n= 1). TD50was higher for the
thresholded clustermodel at just below 40Gy compared to 26Gy from the literature.

The concept of spatial clustermodels can be expanded using percolation theory, which has origins in
statistical physics and considers how clusters are connected. Originally proposed at a similar time to Thames’
(Thames et al 2004)work on clustermodels,Myers andNiemierko (2004) presented the use of percolation
theory for predictingNTCP from clusters. Gale et al (2017) describe how the concept can be applied to geometric
arrangements of FSUs to predict toxicity for both parallel and serial organs.

Several studies considered the clusters of organ voxel -Lp whose dose-toxicity association exceeded some
statistical significance threshold p. They showed that themean dose in such clusters could be amore powerful
predictor of toxicity than traditionalmetrics associated to the organ considered as a whole structure. Hence, an
NTCPmodel can be proficiently trained as a logistic regression of the patients’ outcomes as a function of simple
dosemetrics in the cluster -Lp propagated from the common coordinate systemof the voxel-wise analysis (see
section 5.2) to each individual native space. In this way, sub-regions have been identified in different locations
such as the lungs (Palma et al 2016), the heart (McWilliam et al 2017), head and neck (Monti et al 2017), the
rectum (Acosta et al 2013,Drean et al 2016b) and the bladder (Mylona et al 2019).

6.Ongoing endeavours

6.1.Model development and validation
As for other approaches to radiotherapy complicationmodelling, amajor issue is represented by the quantity
and quality-of data available to researchers. Relative toDVH-basedmodels, spatialmethods requiremore
comprehensive data (see section 3). Despite the abundance of relevant data generated continuously around the
world and the technical capability to collect it, and despite decades of pleas (e.g. Deasy et al 2010), remarkably
little data has become available to progress this type of analysis. Based on legislative constraints (i.e. ownership,
privacy and patient consent needs) it is likely, at least in the next few years, that data will prevalently come from
clinical trials where their recovery, storage and access are already planned.

The implementation of innovative trials including large cohorts of clinical data (Baumann et al 2016) could
rapidly change the landscape. Such trials couldmultiply the opportunities for developingmodels, provide
opportunities for validatingmodels, and enable themerging of different large cohorts to increase feature
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diversity. A specific issuemay concern the possibility of introducing unpredictable biases if pooling together
cohorts of patients treated, for instance, at different dose levels with largely different spatial locations of the high-
dose volumes. Uncontrolled voxel-wise comparisons could lead to ‘false’ spatial effects due, for instance, to the
higher incidence or prevalence of side effects in cohorts delivering systematically higher doses and/or treating
larger volumes. Ideally, the availability of large cohorts should be accompanied by a proper grouping of patients
tomake the different patient groups comparable.

6.2.Model generalisation and extension
Apart from the critical issues related to generalisability ofNTCPmodels such as technical, temporal or
geographical variabilities (van der Schaaf et al 2015), a few specific points deserve discussion.

The interplay between the spatial patterns of a certainmodality/technique and the inter-individual
variability is a challenging issue: well driven studiesmay help in quantifying the real impact of amodality with
respect to another. The generalisation ofmodels across differentmodalities demands high-quality studies and
extensive validation. One confounding problem is that the patterns of dose delivered today already reflect the
existing knowledge based on dose-volumemetrics. As thesemodelsmature, there is the potential for
radiobiological predictions that consider the spatial pattern of dose that can drive the optimisation of treatment
plans towardsmore favourable dose patterns beyond that of the traditional dose-volumemetrics.

Another important field of investigation regardingmodel generalisation is represented by the challenge of
combined therapies. Data from studies testing radiotherapy-only versus combined therapy (for instance
chemotherapy, immunotherapy) could help in assessing spatial dosimetry correlations specifically linked to the
action, for instance, of a drug andmaking possible local dose corrections incorporating its effect. Similarly,
highly non-conventional dose and dose-rate distributions, such as fromultra-fast irradiation (Esplen et al 2020)
ormolecular radiotherapy (Stokke et al 2017)will offer new data sources withwhich to generalise derived
models.

6.3. Including intra and inter-fraction changes
Inmany situations, both intra and inter-fraction anatomical and geometrical changesmay have a significant
impact inmodifying the delivered dosewith respect to the planned one. In particular, the prevalence of
systematic over random changesmay potentially blur (or even hide) the correlationwith toxicities;
consequently, investigations quantifying these effects are needed. As an example, the impact of variable bladder
filling on bladderDSMcan be assessed fromdaily cone-beamCT imaging: one recent study showed a relatively
small impact of variable filling on bladderDSMduring image-guided radiotherapy of prostate cancer (Palorini
et al 2016a). A statistical approach based onGaussian-like variations of local doses likely works in several
situations but is expected to fail in others, such as when the phenomenon itself is prevalently non-Gaussian.
Shelley et al (2017) demonstrated superiority in toxicity prediction from rectal DSMs formed from estimated
delivered rather than planned dose.

When the toxicity rate is small (say,<10%), those few patients with large systematic changes resulting in a
relevant increase of dose to proximalOARsmay jeopardise results. Greater effortsmay especially be expected in
trying to incorporate individually-assessed anatomicalmodifications in stereotactic body radiation therapy
(SBRT) (Magallon-Baro et al 2019), looking to the 3Ddose-of-the-day and/or to the accumulated dose instead
of the planned dose distribution. SBRT is also prone to be associatedwith larger effects due to both the reduced
margins and the high-dose-per fraction, dealingwith an enhanced impact on critical regions evenwith small
anatomical/geometrical changes. Relevant effects due to systematic deviations between the planned and the
delivered dosemay occur even in unexpected situations and the availability of in-room imaging information is
of paramount importance to identify them. The recently reported correlation between shift toward the heart of
field isocentre during delivery and poorer survival in lung cancer patients treatedwith SBRT is a highly
paradigmatic example (Johnson-Hart et al 2018).

Similarly, intra-fraction changes are known to significantly affect the delivered dose in specific sites.
Breathing-inducedmotion can be highly anisotropic and variable between patients in the different thoracic and
abdominal areas. Although, to our knowledge, no studies have reported on the impact of intra-fractionmotion
on spatialmodels,more relevant research in this area is needed.

6.4. Potential applications of artificial intelligence
The rise of deep learning approaches for image segmentation, pattern recognition and patient classification adds
many opportunities to extend thisfield (ElNaqa andDas 2020). Ready access to advanced deep learning tools is
making this kind of analysismore popular (with examples given in section 5.3). Amerit of thesemethods is the
opportunity to consider featuresmostly ‘hidden’ to the human eye and tofind complex correlations in amulti-
layer approach. On the other hand, this samemeritmay also constitute a disadvantage from the point of view of
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interpretability of the results and consequent confidence in clinically applying them; in fact, any attempt to
maintain some causality to explain any correlation is largely lost. Amajor issue regarding artificial intelligence
models is their intrinsically higher difficulty in being validated. Valdes and Interian (2018) provide a timely
summary of the potential formis-interpretation in such complex approaches. Keeping themodels as simple and
interpretable as possible should be considered valuable: the benefit of the addition of deep learning based spatial
signatures should always be demonstrated and quantified in validation cohorts.

6.5. Understanding pathophysiology
An intriguing and relevant field of investigation related toNTCPmodels based on 3D/2D similarity
comparisons concerns themeaning of the resulting regionswhose dose differences are predictive of toxicity. As
already underlined, the information resulting from these analyses cannot be automatically associated to a
specific cause, being intrinsically a phenomenological finding (i.e.: simply reflecting some statistical correlation).
Moreover, the assessment of specific volumes/surfaces within the body/OARs apparentlymore ‘sensitive’ to
radiation can be biased by unknown factors or just due to geometrical or technical issues. Any hypothetical
causality has to be considered as a strength of suchmodels, in case the found results are consistent with known
physiological processes/functionalities. As examples, identification of the bladder trigone as a structure likely to
be highly sensitive (Rancati et al 2017, Yahya et al 2017,Henderson et al 2018) is consistent with the involvement
of the trigone in the physiology of urination, and the physiological connection between the heart and lungs
(Ghobadi et al 2012) adds validity to correlation of heart dosewith lung toxicity (Palma et al 2019c, 2019d). Any
hypothesis generated by suchmodels would deserve to be tested in pre-clinical and clinical studies. Animal
modelsmay bewell used to verify the existence of spatial effects. Conversely, pre-clinical researchmayfirst
explain specific patterns of toxicity thatmay be confirmed later by studies dealingwith dose similarity
comparison. An interesting example is the evidence of spatial dosimetry effects within parotids impacting
xerostomia, due to the sparing (or not) of stem cells contained in the ductal region. Such observations have been
reported in animal experiments (van Luijk et al 2015) and confirmed by a 3Ddose comparison investigation on
data from a large patient cohort treated for head-neck cancer (Jiang et al 2019).

6.6.Model application
Although examples of practical applications ofNTCPmodels incorporating spatial dosimetric features are rare,
it is likely that a few of themost robust results will increasingly influence planning optimisation.When a causal
relationship between a spatial effect and the pattern of the corresponding side effects is apparent, changesmay be
easily implemented in clinical practice. Two examples are the previously-cited cases of the bladder trigone for
prostate cancer and the ductal region of the parotid glands. The latter, cited above as originating in pre-clinical
studies, is being assessedwithin a clinical trial (van Luijk et al 2015), which is probably thefirst example of a trial
specifically looking to the possibility to exploit information regarding the spatial dose distributionwithin an
OAR to reduce toxicity.

A likely progressionwill be the incorporation of spatialmodels into tools to evaluate the planned 3Ddose
distribution and for generatingNTCP and risk estimates. This could be accomplished, for instance, within
clinical trials or as an additional tool for plan quality assurance, in complementwith conventional DVH-based
EUD/NTCP estimates. The propagation of identified sensitive sub-regions to an individual would facilitate
toxicity-minimised planning, without the need tomodify current optimisationmethods (Acosta andDe
Crevoisier 2019). This has been demonstrated by Lafond et al (2020). A subsequent natural extensionwould be
the possibility to implement thesemodels directly into the optimisation engine.However, the general adoption
of spatialmodels is greatly inhibited by the prior evolution of the planning process and optimisation engines in
the context of dose-volume approaches. For spatialmodels that cannot be formulated via dose-volume
terminology, research planning systems are required to enable inclusion of the relevant predicted complication
models in optimisation constraints and objectives or via scripting capabilities of commercial planning systems
(e.g. Voutilainen 2016).With the growth of artificial intelligence based planning systems, there is considerable
scope for building automated planning algorithms that directly incorporate spatialmodels to augment or
replace dose-volume based optimisation (Wang et al 2019).

Intriguingly, formodels which are agnostic to segmented structures, plan optimisation could in principle be
feasible without the incorporation of dose-volume data forOARs. This would permit a segmentation-free plan
optimisation. In the same direction, this kind of approach could alsofind applications in overall treatment
optimisation, directly considering patient outcome as the goal and incorporating possible ‘systemic’ effects due
to the irradiation ofmultiple organs and to the interactionwith the immune system (for instance through the
implicit consideration of the incidental irradiation of nodes and of the vascular system). Similarly, one could
hypothesise applications in combined treatments to include the effect ofmodifying agents at the voxel level, and
to ‘virtual human’ simulation in the optimisation of patient-specific treatments.
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7. Conclusion

Thefield reviewed in in this paper is still in its infancy. However,models which consider the spatial
characteristics of radiotherapy dosewill permit the expansion, or at least fine-graining, of the solution space for
radiotherapy treatment planning and improving the prediction of treatment complications. The potential for
large-scale relevant applications in treatment personalisation, plan optimisation and evaluation aremore than
promising. Rapid developments and extensive applications are expected in the coming years.
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